


Le Fouquet's elevates the art of hospitality to the rank of major art in the setting of the 

Louvre Abu Dhabi, designed by the star architect Jean Nouvel. In a unique setting, a mixture 

of glamor and authenticity, chef Pierre Gagnaire signs with a master hand a menu in the pure 

tradition of Parisian brasseries, faithful to the spirit which makes the reputation of his Parisian 

double: cosmopolitan atmosphere and lively, sharp selection of the best producers, meat 

cuts made to the minute in the dining room, ballet of servers with an inimitable style... From 

the panoramic terrace, overlooking the waves of the Persian Gulf, French gastronomy is 

nothing short of mirage.



Created in 1899 by Louis Fouquet, Fouquet’s restaurant has radiated 

the vibrant and lively essence of Paris. Perched at the junction of 

avenue George V and the iconic Champs-Elysées, with the majestic 

Arc de Triomphe as its backdrop, the establishment has 

continuously refined and elevated its concept, becoming a 

benchmark of exquisite French cuisine within the cultural, political, 

and business spheres. Not to mention, for countless years, it has 

also been the top pick for rendez-vous among the glitterati of the 

film, artistic, and cultural domains of the French capital.

Fouquet’s exudes prestige, warmth, and a quintessentially Parisian 

brasserie vibe, making it the perfect spot for anyone seeking a lively 

atmosphere no matter what time of day. The brasserie’s menu is 

both inventive and fresh, reimagining and reinvigorating classic 

French brasserie fare. Moreover, the menu is tailored to satisfy the 

tastes of the local clientele, featuring an array of delectable regional 

dishes.

French Art de Vivre

Legendary



A legendary brasserie of arts and culture, Fouquet’s has been the 

meeting place for more than a century for Parisian epicurean in 

search of high-end «brasserinomy» and immersion in History.  

Born in Paris, the legend of Fouquet’s is now being exported in 

Abu Dhabi, and with it the philosophy of cooking authentic and 

traditional French heritage, twisted by the famous Chef Pierre 

Gagnaire, partner of the Barrière Group. In the heart of the Louvre 

Abu Dhabi’s atmosphere, Fouquet’s promises gastronomic 

moments of sharing and conviviality, in the greatest tradition of 

the Parisian brasseries.

La Brasserie



The Art  
of French Cuisine



Menu







Le Bar Marta
The not-to-be-missed address of Parisian nights, the speakeasy-style Marta 

Bar is located above the Fouquet’s restaurant to offer guests a unique 

experience. with its cozy atmosphere and its sophisticated selection of 

cocktails & mocktails. Seamlessly transitioning from day to night, enjoy the 

laid-back luxe atmosphere in the afternoon or it’s selection of sophisticated 

drinks and light bites come nightfall. 

The finest poetry is written by night, in the dimmed glow of the candlelight, 

in hope for it to emerge at daylight. – Marta



Unique Location



Cocktail Menu



Le Salon Diane
Located within the Fouquet’s is the Salon Diane; a private dining 

room that sits on the water's edge with views of the spectacular 

architecture that is Louvre Abu Dhabi. 

Above the long marble dining table is the elegant Jean Nouvel 

designed chandelier,  overlooked by a gallery wall adorned with 

Harcourt Studio headshots of those that filled the big screens 

through the art of cinema. 

Comfortably seating 10 guests and with an exit to a semi-

privatised terrace, the Salon Diane is perfect for an exclusive yet 

intimate private dining experience.



Elegant French  
Brasserie



“Art de Vivre"
At Louvre Abu Dhabi.

Louvre Abu Dhabi, Saadiyat Island 

T. 02 205 4200   

E. contact-fouquets-abudhabi@groupebarriere.com 

Brasserie 12pm to 1am  - Marta 12pm to 1am 

Tuesday to Sunday 

www.fouquetsabudhabi.com

Feel the iconic French

mailto:contact-fouquets-abudhabi@groupebarriere.com

